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Description
I have used chirp before to program my radio, everything is working great except for the settings mode in the chirp software. It will
load all of the channels from my UV-82C but, it wont load any settings to where i can change them, i dont really understand why
because i have adjusted the settings before a while back, but now cant access them.

History
#1 - 03/05/2016 02:47 pm - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from New to Feedback

Are you using the latest daily build? If not, upgrade (the latest is CHIRP daily-20160301). Then download from your radio. There will be a "Settings"
tab on the left.
Jim KC9HI

#2 - 03/05/2016 03:10 pm - Stephen Schofield
- File Doc1.docx added

it looks like I am. I attached a document with screen shots. I may just be missing something.

#3 - 03/05/2016 03:18 pm - Jim Unroe
For some reason your radio has a setting that is out-of-range so CHIRP is confused and won't display the settings. Attach your *.img file here or email
it to me so I can take a look at it.
Jim KC9HI

#4 - 03/05/2016 03:22 pm - Stephen Schofield
Are you looking for my radio configuration or the screenshots i took? If you are looking for the screen shots they are attached under the name doc1, i
wasnt able to save them as an image file

#5 - 03/05/2016 03:28 pm - Stephen Schofield
- File Stephen Radio Settings.img added
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Sorry, that was a dumb question.

#6 - 03/05/2016 04:12 pm - Jim Unroe
- File Stephen Radio Settings(fixed).img added

Stephen,
The byte that sets the squelch threshold for one of the UHF squelch levels was out of range. I changed it to a value that is consistent with a "normal"
factory image.
Jim KC9HI

#7 - 03/05/2016 04:21 pm - Stephen Schofield
That fixed it. Thank you!

#8 - 03/05/2016 04:25 pm - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

Your are welcome.
Jim

#9 - 03/05/2016 04:25 pm - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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